
   Smart Manufacturing 
  - Virtual Exhibition in Japan -



Japan’s manufacturing sector is one of the largest in the world, encompassing nearly 195,000 businesses 
worth 8 million jobs to the Japanese economy. The value of manufactured goods shipments from Japan is 
estimated at £2.3 trillion per annum; in comparison, the UK’s annual manufacturing sales is only £396 
billion. 

The sector is also undergoing a rapid transformation. Regional competition from China, South Korea and 
Taiwan;  labour shortages due to an ageing population; and legacy infrastructure have driven demand for 
Open Innovation and digital solutions. Most recently, the COVID-19 pandemic has kickstarted a drive to 
automate, cut costs and raise efficiency in supply chains and factories. The Japanese government’s 
‘Industry 5.0’ policy, a roadmap for a technology-driven ‘5th Industrial Revolution’, also means there is also 
government funding and support for innovation.   

Japan’s biggest players - from automotive to printing to industrial machinery – are looking to partner with 
foreign start-ups more than ever before – including UK companies such as Ocado, Secondmind, Cambridge 
Consultants to name just a few. 

This project will offer you a route to connect with the enormous Smart Manufacturing opportunity here in 
Japan. We sincerely hope you will consider registering for our UK Smart Manufacturing Virtual Exhibition. 

The British Embassy in Tokyo 
Department for International Trade
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Smart Manufacturing in Japan – Overview



Smart Manufacturing – Virtual Exhibition
The Virtual Exhibition platform will offer UK Smart Manufacturing 
start-ups the chance to engage with decision-makers from Japan’s 
largest manufacturing players.  

Start Date： Late January 2021 (TBD)  
Duration: 2 weeks (continuous) 
Format:  Digital Exhibition 
Language:  English and Japanese 
Cost:  Free 
Registration: https://survey.zohopublic.com/zs/dkChk5  

❑ The platform will be limited to 20 UK start-ups, introducing UK Smart Manufacturing 
solutions to Japanese buyers, investors and system integrators. 

❑ Using the British Embassy’s business connections we aim to kickstart your engagement with 
Japan’s manufacturing sector. 
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https://survey.zohopublic.com/zs/dkChk5
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Smart Manufacturing – Platform
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AEON will build an automated warehouse in Chiba Prefecture, using Ocado’s 
AI to help manage stock. This will boost online supermarket sales to $5.7 
billion by 2030 

Mazda are using use Secondmind’s AI Decision Engine to optimize 
automotive engine tuning – leading to a huge drop in production times. 

Cambridge Quantum Computing have partnered with Nippon Steel. 

Japan’s leading manufacturers and ICT vendors - Nissan, Fujitsu, Yamazaki 
Mazak, Olympus etc. – all have huge operations in the UK and work closely 
with UK start-ups. 

Smart Manufacturing – Case Studies


